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Facility / CHP-Plant Management
My account - my plants
1. Log into www.onergys.de with your customer number or your e-mail address and the
password. You can find the login area at the top right on the homepage or under;
http://www.onergys.de/mein-konto/

2. After successfully logging in you go to the "My account" area.
Here you can make your own personal settings and view your ordering history or the sticky
notes. In addition, you can manage your password or order or cancel the newsletter and
manage your addresses.
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3. After a successful login you will find in the "My account area" or in the navigation bar direct
links to the "My plants" area, where you can manage your cogeneration power plants and
modules.

4. In the "My plants" area you have the option to add new plant or modules to your account.
You can do this simply by clicking on the "Add a new plant/unit" field.
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5. Creating a new module or CHP-plant
A form with free-form text now opens, in which the details required by ONERGYS to
include your module can be entered. Please enter the data as comprehensively and
completely as possible.

We have already listed the details that are required to include a module. If you wish to
include multiple modules of a plant, then of course you can do that in this process. Simply
add the data for each additional module in this form or else repeat the process.
Once you have input the data for your facility, simply click on the "Send data" button.
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6. ONERGYS has now received your data and then creates your chp-plant in the system
according to the details you gave. On this basis it is now possible to offer you individual
terms and conditions and the appropriate spare parts for your CHP.

7. Plant and module view
Using the "FOLD OUT/FOLD UP" function in the overview, you can get to the relevant
master data and modules of your CHP plant. In this area you have the option to insert
modules or to specify existing modules at the article level. Simply click on the "Tool" icon to
edit modules.
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8. Editing the module configuration
When in the edit mode of a module you can store the individual components that are
installed in your CHP plant. This is done by means of free text input of the manufacturer
and type or else by selecting the matching article from a drop-down menu. The selectable
articles in the drop-down menue are suitable to the used motor type in your module.
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9.

Accessory search

Thanks to the assigned engine types and the defined additional components, you have the
advantage of being able to make use of the "Search for accessory articles" at various points.

The articles that are listed in the search results all match the types of engines that you are
using. Example here: MAN2842E302. Also other related articles are displayed in the search
results.

In the navigation you have the option to select sorting, to set filters and to switch directly to a
specific category.
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10.

Did not find what you were looking for?

If you find an article missing from the range offered by ONERGYS online during the definition of
the module configuration, when searching for accessories or in a free search for an article, then
please let us know at once.

To help you, this is available in an automatic data entry function in the edit mode of the modules.
Simply fill in the form directly and then press the "Send" button.
Not all the articles for our full range are shown in the online listings. You could not find an article or
service that you were looking for in our range? We would be glad to help you further! Please input
here the following data on the article being searched for:
- Manufacturer
- Type
- Specifications
- Number
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We will check whether we will include the article that you are enquiring about in the stock of our
online shop and then inform you accordingly.
Alternatively, we would also be glad to give you an individual quotation at short notice, if this is
possible.
Of course, you can always send a query to us at any time by e-mail to artikel@onergys.de. Or just
give us a telephone call at +49 (0) 28 31 - 12 15 8 0.
We look forward to your enquiry.

11. Own facilities - third-party facilities

Thanks to the innovative and comprehensive CHP plant management of ONERGYS you are put
in a position to be able to set up complex structures and authorization models.

Your own facilities and modules can be "released" by ONERGYS to other users, if you allow this.
For example, this puts you in a position to give your operating personnel or service providers the
necessary rights to define your components, to input the number of hours of operation, or to
initiate orders for the "released" "third-party plant".
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You can tell from the "Owner" field in the master data which rights have been assigned and to
which user in the system. The assignment is done by ONERGYS.

12. Selection of billing and delivery addresses
Of course, in the checkout process for your order you have the option to select and
determine the billing and delivery addresses for your own facilities and also those of the
third-party facilities that have been assigned to you in accordance with the process.

